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Committee Meeting notes for August / September
After the hold-up and delays in getting the boat pond repaired, it is really good 

to see it back in action with the fleet of coloured yachts making a picturesque 
scene. Unfortunately, the algae is starting to make it’s presence known again but 
this is due in part to nitrate in the water, so we are advised. We cannot use 
chlorine products as this attacks the new liner and our resource consent to drain to
a waterway prevents use of other products. We are still looking for ways to combat
the algae and keep the pond clean. 
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We welcome Ken Wilkinson and Ray Gleeson as members of the Society with 
interest in the boating section and trust they will enjoy their time with us.

Our Society has been approached by the recently formed Model Railway Club 
with a view to them acquiring an area in the Park where a building could be 
located for their permanent rail layout. Our Committee has discussed the matter 
with their representatives and stated our requirement that any club wishing to erect
a building in the area of Brayshaw Park under our jurisdiction will need to be 
members of this Society.  We await their decision.

Spring has brought increased growth to shrubs, grass and weeds around the 
Park and we are trying to get on top of keeping it under control. One reason is to 
reduce fire risk with long grass over Summer. Mulch has been spread around the 
new shrubs and plantings to try and assist survival of the plants in the drier months
ahead. 

Construction of the raised track passenger trolley storage shed is almost 
complete. The shed will be painted after the steel has weathered a bit. 
Refurbishment of the timber truss bridge has started by replacing the wooden 
structure beneath the raised track with a steel box-beam and support pillars and 
improved attachment to the abutments. Replacement of the truss bridge 30-plus 
year-old timber structure is also planned. Improved access to the raised track 
steaming bay for loading and unloading locomotives has been a long-felt need and
approval has been given to commence a project to upgrade this area. A concrete 
pad and traverser will be constructed. The old NZR sign board has been 
refurbished and repurposed to show sponsors who have  helped the Society with 
materials and services in the track extension and other projects. The sign  board 
has been repositioned adjacent to the raised track Station area.

A number of Annual Subscriptions are yet to be paid and members are 
requested, please, to renew these now, if they haven’t done so already.

Senior Members - $55.00
Junior & Country Members - $35.00
Family Membership - $60.00

These subscriptions help toward the routine running costs of the Society.

In September the Vintage Car Club organised a fund raising event in support of
the Cancer Society and various Societies took part. We provided miniature train 
rides during the day and were able to make a donation from the proceeds as our 
contribution to the work of the Cancer Society. The Committee appreciates and 
thanks the members who helped during the day.

Nigel Wood
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Secretary

Steam Section Meeting notes for August 21st.

Numbers were down again this evening but we were able to have more 
discussion on the list of suggested projects and maintenance tasks. A lot of tasks 
on the submitted list are to do with maintenance and can be carried out by 
members as opportunity arises. Other tasks will become projects and these would 
be submitted to the Committee for financial approval.

Members were advised on the matter of the Model Railway Club and their wish 
to erect a building our area and discussions to date. Members agreed the Model 
Railway Club would need to be members of the Society and that we could offer 
many benefits to them in this respect.

 Mark Taylor had made a water control valve for his Speedy as this was 
cheaper than buying a ready-made one. He showed the cab he made for Speedy 
out of zintec. 
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As a side issue, Mark is making a Starlet yacht for when his grandchildren visit and
showed the hull and lead keel he had made

Lawrence Brehaut showed the wooden cab he is making for his 7 1/4”g NZR 
Rogers ‘Q’ loco, and the steam dome he had formed in brass by spinning. Both 
units very nicely made.

Members were told about an article in the latest Shed magazine about Win 
Holdaway. The article makes very interesting reading about Win, his workshop and
the various locomotives and projects he has worked on over the years.
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Steam Section Meeting September 18th.

An interesting evening talking about different topics and projects. Nelson is 
holding a special event over October 20 - 22 Labour Weekend to mark their 60th 
Anniversary. Registrations are requested from interested members to attend.

Patrick Robinson showed two old references catalogues about English diesel 
engines and I found it amazing to learn of the large number of companies and 
range of different types of diesel engine produced in England last century. Patrick 
used to work for the Ruston company and told us about the industry.

Mark Taylor showed us small pulley sheaves he had made for his yacht rigging 
controls. He produced two electric motors which could be used through reduction 
gearboxes to operate the new traverser for the raised track access project.

Win Holdaway showed wooden wheel casting patterns he had made years ago
for an American locomotive in 3 1/2”g and 5”g and the dimensioned drawings used
to base the patterns on.

John Bolton reported on planning proposals submitted to Brayshaw Park 
Administrators for consideration. These may not directly affect us but will have 
long-term effects on all Park users.
 
Nigel

New Cabinet in Club Rooms. 

The New Cabinet in the club rooms has been built by couple of members 

mainly to house and display modelling items that have been given to the club 

in Perpetuity or on loan for display. 

The lockable class doors is to go some way of keeping these items secure. 

Lower lockable cabinets are for the Secretary Security requirements and the other 

is for Archives etc, All items in the cabinet will be photographed and given an ID 

number then all paper work will be held in a club file by the secretary or persons 

elected by the committee.

Over the years the club has been donated some very fine models. Sadly in recent 

time three very nice items have disappeared from our open display. 

Yes we all realise that we cannot house all items in this cabinet, however 

the smaller items will have a safer home and help to make a good display. 
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Thanks to secretary Nigel for his wonderful help in building the cabinet and making

it all come to fruition. 

Peter Holdaway. 

Daffodil Day at Brashaw Park. 

What is it all about, The following may help. 

On the 26 th August 2018 Daffodil Day was held on the Park .. 

A little of the History may help to understand how it was created. 

The Vintage Car Club of NZ Have deemed that each of their 35 Branches 

throughout NZ Take this opportunity to either run a Rally or some kind of 

Display to raise funds for our Local Cancer Society on this given day. 

The. Local Marlborough Branch chose to have a car display on Patchets 

Green which this year spread out onto the VFM green area. Some 350 cars, 

Clinker Built boats and a Steam Boat. a great effort by the VCC. 

Each Society on Brayshaw Park are asked to take part with their activities to help 

with the fund raising, not such difficult job at all one would think?? at lest we 

would be doing just what our hobby is all about. Over the years we have created 

our patch for just such an event with a railway and boat pond etc.. 

It was a busy time for the railway due mainly to the fact that we did NOT have 

enough members to operate the station. It really does not matter if you are a boatie

or a flyer or any other interest you may have in our multi discipline club, our 

railway needs staff to run it, those very few that made themselves available, where

unable to take time out to have lunch or to see the other displays around the Park. 

Please remember that the Railway is our only form of income, At some stage we

all need a bite at the cherry. From our efforts the committee where able to pass 

on a respectable donation for the cause after expenditure .
Happy Modelling 

Peter Holdaway 
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Boat report Sept 2018

Pond is in good use and holding water. Algae is growing, we are waiting to see 
how best to deal to it.
Welcome new members Ken Wilkinson and Ray Gleeson, we hope you enjoy your
time with the club.
Section meetings have been well attended, good to catch up with what others are 
up to and swap ideas.
We have an invite from the Nelson guys to go over on Labour weekend Saturday 
for a fun sail at Tahunanui Park. Should be good day although it is salt water they 
sail on but they do have fresh water to wash your boat with after.
We had a sailing day on to open the pond, seventeen boaties were there including 
six or seven from Nelson, eleven yachts on the pond and six scale electric or stem 

powered boats. It was a nice relaxed day.
Just a wee tipple to celerbrate
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Some of the scale electric boats

This is what it’s all about, Raz, one of our flying section guys brought his son 
Robert along to try out the new boat they had built. 
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A few new boats are being built RG65’s being the main design at the moment.

Next section meeting is this Thurs 4th Oct, 7.30 at the clubrooms.
Philip

Flying section report
Daylight saving is here again and we will be having our Slope Soaring sessions 
again from Wednesday 3rd October through until daylight saving ends next April. 
Those interested can meet each week at the car park off Rifle Range Place at the 
west end the Wither hills walkway at 5:30pm (same as previous years), we will 
decide where to go from there. Almost always it’s Meadowbank Station but we can
also use the Wither Hills area above the end of Weld street, which probably works 
better in a Northwest wind. At Meadowbank the owner has now moved up to the 
new house on the hill near the Airstrip, he has asked that we drive with care and 
watch out for children near the house. I know I should not have to say it but I will 
anyway, don’t fly models anywhere near the house or where they are likely to be 
blown near the house. This is a great site treat it with respect.
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Congratulations to Trev Faulkner for earning his MFNZ Wings, well done. The 
wings program has evolved over the years and is the standard we should all be 
aiming to maintain. Even experienced flyers should have a look through the wings 
program and keep there knowledge and skills up to date. There are several 
categories of wings qualification and basic and advanced levels
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/wingsscheme/home.html  
MFNZ Members manual has been updated for 2018 and contains useful 
information on operating models safely, and now includes advice on FPV which I 
know a couple of people are now getting into.
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/general/MFNZ_Members_Manual_2018_Rev_0
.pdf  safe operating of model aircraft is important for the enjoyment and future of 
our hobby.
Gliding is going well in the club and I am getting a bit more into it myself. It 
combines the relaxation of flying sedate stable models with the stress and skill of 
finding lift to achieve specific flight times and landing on a spot. You can also learn 
a lot as you time for more experienced flyers and watch how things are meant to 
be done. So far I have been flying a Radian and this has been perfectly adequate 
for any of the competitions we fly (and almost all the glider flyers have one) but I 
have added another glider to my collection of models. It is an Astra 2.15 metre 
span ARF glider from Topmodel CZ. I am very impressed with the quality of it, build
and covering is a work of art, and after a few flights am very happy with the flying 
characteristics.

  It is a step up from the Radian having flaps and ailerons and weighs in at 728gm 
as opposed the Radian at over 1kg. It seems to be as easy and sedate to fly but 
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can cover a lot more ground as it is much more aerodynamic. Landing with flaps it 
handles similar to the Radian but so far I have not set up Crow Braking. New skills 
to be developed. No matter what you fly precision landings take practise and 
judgement. Some competitions have precision lands where you get 50 points for 
landing with the nose of the model within 1 metre of the target and 5 points less for
each metre away, some competitions you land within a set distance, eg 7.5m, for 
50 points and within 15m for 25 points.
When we fly the altitude limited electric launch glider contests we fit an altitude 
switch between the receiver and the ESC. The switch will shut the engine off after 
the preset altitude or engine run time limit is reached, the rest of the flight is flown 
as a pure glider. Most of us use a switch called the Altis Micro or the Altis Nano 
(which I use, weighs 6gm including cables and JR plugs). These switches can also
record data from hundreds of flights which can be reviewed later. The example 
below shows filtered altitude and motor run time for a 10 minute flight of the 
Radian, cool gadget. 

Apart from gliding, I have repaired the P47 after the incident mentioned in the last 
newsletter but am still having some trouble with the engine, haven,t had much time
to sort it Out. 
I have also got my old twin engine Lockheed Ventura back flying again after a long
break. Video from flight last weekend  https://youtu.be/fFSmsoI1L9U first flight and
a bit rusty on the sticks but it still goes well.
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Also soon to be seen at the flying field, a Extra 300L ARF I have been working on. 
Still needs a bit of work yet. It looks good but there are some issues fitting gear, 
the canopy doesn’t fit very well and had to rebuild the engine mount box to suit the
Saito engine I used to have in the Katana.The airfield is looking good now, thanks 
to Errol again for mowing the field, and I see the council mowed the stop bank and
along our driveway which was getting a bit overgrown.
As Nigel mentioned earlier in the newsletter a few members have not paid their 
MAMS subs for this year, just a reminder they are overdue.
Have fun, Fly safely
 
The Soaring Scene

The gliding group continues to see good turnouts on Saturdays at Tuamarina and 
the skies get particularly busy whenever we fly a competition event. These 
competitions stimulate interest and improve everyone’s skills and they are what 
keeps the group moving forward.  While it may not be obvious to spectators, there 
is a lot more to piloting a glider well than just flying around in circles.

Most competitions start with a climb to a specific altitude followed by a fixed 
duration of gliding and finishing with a spot landing. The climb is not high enough 
to allow a glider to complete the flight without gaining some additional lift and this 
is not always easy to find at Tuamarina, with thermals being relatively rare. We do 
sometimes see wave conditions, which can provide sustained powerful lift, and 
lately the phenomenon known as convergence has sometimes resulted in up to 
half a dozen gliders circling a bunch at 200 metres or more.
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Having found good lift the competitor then has to manage his flight to arrive back 
on the ground as near as possible to the specified flight duration and as close as 
possible to his designated target. Sounds like that should not be too difficult but 
points are lost for every second under or over the time and for every metre 
distance from the target centre. Most flights require considerable concentration, as
Brian Mogford commented recently “the most enjoyable flights are the ones where 
you have to scratch away for every point” and I’m sure we would all agree with 
that.

Recent visitor from Nelson, Sam Laidlaw had a really good flight with his 
impressive 4 metre Epsilon. Were don’t normally fly on Sundays to allow the power
flyers full use of the strip, but Sam and his friend Amy were only here for the day 
so a big thank you to the power guys for happily mixing in with us. That’s not 
something that would happen at every club.
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The boys are starting to fly bigger models - this is Garry Morgan’s self designed 
and scratch built 3.6 metre model. That big wing is cut from polystyrene foam with 
a hot wire then covered with newsprint liberally coated with thinned PVA glue. The 
result is a very light and surprisingly strong structure which is then covered with 
Mylar film and mounted on a built up balsa fuselage. Add an electric motor, a small
LiPo battery and RC gear and you have a very capable model which is proving 
very hard to match.
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This is something we don’t see often enough, a lady RC pilot. Amy, seen here with 
her ASW 28, was visiting from Nelson and showed that she is quite proficient 
despite having taken up the hobby only a few months ago. For some reason flying 
models is almost exclusively a male pursuit, no idea why that should be the case 
but it is. The only other lady pilot that I’ve come across is Suetonia Palmer who is 
Christchurch based and is the newly elected Northern South Island representative 
on the Model Flying New Zealand council. Needless to say we would be happy to 
see more.

Traditionally we have flown slope soarers on Wednesday evenings during daylight 
saving. Carl has been the organiser and no doubt he will have something to say 
about this as well. I’m hopeful that we may be able to find another site to 
supplement the Meadowbank top dressing strip this year so if anyone has 
suggestions they would be welcome. If you are interested in joining us on the 
slope get in touch with Carl i it’s a lot of fun.

Rex
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MAMS Membership and Subscription Structure

Ordinary Member (all Sections)                S55.00
Family membership                                   $60.00
Junior Member                                          $35.00
Country Member (+40km from Blenheim) $35.00

Life Member Nil.
Members may belong to any or all of the following Sections, for one Ordinary 

Membership fee: 
Engineering -    Boating   -   Flying.
Flying Section members may join MFNZ (Recommended) for an additional 

annual fee of:  Senior $75, Junior $20, and Family $80, paid to MAMS.
NOTE: MFNZ Fees must be paid to the club before 31 March. New members 
joining after 1st

 
January can be charged a full year fee and they will be recorded as

financial members of the 2018/19 year.
For on-line payments members just have to use the club account number, give 
their name and purpose of payment, i.e. MAMS subs, and/or MFNZ subs. 
 

SBS Bank Account number is 031355 0512739 00

Subscription Policy:   Financial membership shall cease if the required 
subscription fee has not been paid by the 31st of July.  Non-financial members 
are not covered by our insurance policy and therefore cannot operate their 
models at our designated sites, and they do not receive a Newsletter. 

(New members who have joined and paid their Subs from December 2017 
onwards are still considered paid up club members for 2018/2019 year)

Those who have paid their subscription since the last AGM may collect their
membership card and receipt from a folder on the notice board in the clubroom. 
Anyone  not  wishing  to  renew their  membership  please  let  the  treasurer,  or  a
committee member, know. If any flying section members are not renewing their
membership could they also return their key to the flying field.

Publication  dates:  1st week  of  February, April, June, August,  October, and
December.
Please get any items (Notices, articles, or for sale items etc) for the June issue to
the editor a few days before the end of May.
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